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Abstract
The intense competition in marketing today has led to excessive financial risks when a
new brand enters the market. To avoid the extremely high costs and difficulties associated with
this process, many firms choose to take advantage of established brands to launch new product
lines or categories. The purpose of this study was to explore the evaluation of brand extension in
fashion using brand concept mapping (BCM). Specifically, the first objective was to identify
consumers’ associations with Ford and Jeep apparel using BCM, while the second objective was
to categorize those associations using Korchia’s (1999) brand association categories to compare
brand associations and images of Ford and Jeep apparel in the Chinese market.
Snowball sampling was used to collect data in such major cities as Shanghai, Beijing,
Shenzhen and Tianjin. Sixty Participants were recruited and divided into four groups: Ford
automobile, Jeep automobile, Ford menswear and Jeep Menswear. Each group consisted of 15
participants. Each participant created a brand concept map and answered a questionnaire.
Consensus maps were generated based on individual maps according to aggregation rules. By
comparing BCMs for Jeep and Ford automobiles with the maps of Ford and Jeep menswear, I
demonstrated that the BCM can be a powerful tool to evaluate brand extension. Mapping results
suggested that strong brand associations (both positive and negative) with the parent brand
transferred well to the extension, even when the “fit” between the two was poor. In the category
of fashion, brand personality and country of origin played important roles, particularly in
emerging markets. Also, the level of brand engagement can be a good indicator of consumers’
buying power.

xi

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of Problem
As brands have evolved to be core business assets, much attention has been devoted to
branding. As summarized by Carroll (2009), a strong brand offers many advantages. At the most
basic level, a brand helps manufacturers identify products and services offered; legally, it helps
protect the uniqueness of products and streamline the organization and management processes
(Keller, 2008). It also creates differentiation that ensures consumers’ recognition and awareness.
Further, well-known brands often represent prestige and symbolize good quality and reliable
customer service. Brands also play a key role in securing customer loyalty by providing both
sensory stimuli (e.g. logo, slogan and packaging) and intangible added values. To consumers,
brands help them classify, locate and evaluate products, thereby saving time and energy in
searching for products and reducing the perceived risk in decision making (Carroll, 2009).
According to Palazon-Vidal and Delgado-Ballester (2005), many researchers have shown
evidence that stronger brands lead to higher prices (Firth, 1993), larger market share (Park &
Srinivasan, 1994), better response to advertising and promotions (Keller, Heckler & Houston,
1998), easier market penetration (Robertson, 1993), and more competitive product line
extensions (Keller & Aaker, 1992).
Consumers favor strong brands because of the benefits listed above. Hence, strong brands
are more likely to influence cross-shopping behavior as consumers are more willing to spend
time on engaging with these brands. Cross-shopping behavior refers to consumers shopping for
the same brand in different product categories (Forney, Park & Brandon, 2005). These authors
demonstrated that, the effect of cross-shopping behavior is involved heavily in the success of
brand extension, brand loyalty and development of a life-style brand. Hence, a strong brand has
1

greater potential to be developed into a life-style brand and to expand market share across
product categories.
As a result of marketers’ aggressive branding efforts, today’s consumers are bombarded
daily with numerous ads (Zhuang, Wang, Zhou & Zhou, 2008). To avoid the high cost and
difficulty of introducing a new product to the market, many firms choose to take advantage of
established brands to launch new products lines or categories (Aaker & Keller, 1990). One such
approach is brand extension. Brand extension is defined as “using a current brand name to enter
a completely different product class” (Aaker & Keller, 1990, p.27). As stated by Morein (1975),
leveraging a well-established brand name could reduce the risk of product failure significantly,
as consumers are already familiar with the brand and have gained enough knowledge about it for
decision making. A well-established brand should also have developed a distribution channel
that could help cut logistical costs in launching new products. Brand image and reputation would
also facilitate the promotion of new product lines or new products in different categories. For
these reasons, brand extension has become a marketing strategy used widely to maximize firm
success by gaining a larger market share, at a significantly lower cost.
Brand extension is now seen commonly in all product categories, from fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG), to apparel, fashion and cosmetics. Many automobiles and brands of
machinery have also been involved actively in brand extension. For example, both Jeep and
Ferrari have launched an infant stroller line. Caterpillar, a brand of earthmoving equipment, has
gained huge success by creating a line of CAT work boots and expanding to a whole casual/work
footwear collection in markets in more than 150 countries. John Deere, another brand of
machinery, now offers a selection of goods ranging from toys, strollers, and travel mugs to
clothing, accessories and iPhone cases.
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The economic downturn in particular has provoked more automobile brands to seek
licensing and brand extension opportunities. Over the years, automotive companies, especially
the “big three” U.S. companies (Ford, General Motors and Chrysler) have been striving to
increase profitability through marketing strategies such as new product introduction and sales
promotions (Pauwels, Silva-Risso, Srinivasan & Hanssens, 2004). According to previous
research, successful new products accelerate firm growth (Cohen, Eliashberg & Ho 1997).
However, the failure rate for new products ranges from 33% to more than 60% (Boulding,
Morgan & Staelin, 1997). Moreover, due to high development and launch costs, even
commercially successful new products may not generate profits (Chaney, Devinney & Winer,
1991). In contrast, sales promotions, do not involve development costs (Blattberg & Neslin,
1990), and compared to product introduction, they are more cost-efficient and tend to boost sales
volumes quickly. However, promotions rarely stimulate sales in the long term (Kopalle, Mela &
Marsh, 1999). The disadvantages of product development and sales promotions have led
automobile companies to pursue licensing and brand extension opportunities as a new means of
stimulating growth.
Although using an existing brand, and in most cases, a successful brand, is considered a
more efficient way to cut promotional and distribution costs and expand market share (Morein,
1975), brand extension remains a difficult decision for an organization as failure not only harms
the brand in the extended market but also entangles the brand in its original market (Ries &
Trout, 1986). Unsuccessful extensions may generate unchangeable and irreversible negative
brand associations, and inappropriate decisions can cause a tremendous loss of time and
resources as well (Aaker & Keller, 1990). Therefore, firms that decide to extend a brand must
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examine the target market carefully and understand consumers’ perceptions and attitudes toward
the extension fully.
As stated by Priluck and Till (2010), consumers develop their attitudes toward a certain
brand based on their previous experiences with it. These experiences often form a network
structure that consists of linked fragments of information, such as product packaging, slogan,
advertising, product quality, retail store window display and product features. Hence,
understanding attitudes towards a brand and brand extension requires identifying the underlying
structure of brand associations. Recognizing this fact, researchers and practitioners have
developed different methods to measure brand association networks created in consumers’ minds.
The existing techniques available for eliciting consumers’ brand associations include both
qualitative and quantitative approaches, such as collages, focus groups, attribute rating scales and
brand personality inventories (John, Loken, Kim & Monga, 2006). However, these existing
techniques lack the ability to show the structure of the association network. The “Brand Concept
Map” (BCM) is a relatively new method developed by John et al. (2006), which provides a map
of the association networks that consumers form in their minds. It pinpoints the most important
associations, identifies how consumers connect them to the brand, and reveals the structure of
those interconnections. By obtaining a BCM for each consumer and then aggregating the
individual data to produce a consensus map, firms and researchers can achieve a clear picture of
how consumers perceive a brand and its extension.
According to John et al. (2006), in comparing BCM to other existing techniques, the
graphical representation is particularly helpful in understanding the structure of brand association
networks. Limitations are also overcome, because compared to earlier techniques, BCMs are less
labor-intensive and require no specially-trained interviewers. Further, by conducting BCM,
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marketers can continue to track the changes in association networks and envision how consumers
will correspond to certain advertising campaigns. Comparing brands using BCM can be
accomplished easily as well.
Considering the advantages of BCM over other techniques, it is reasonable to believe that
this method could also be applied usefully and efficiently in apparel and fashion branding,
especially in the context of brand extension. The fashion industry is readily associated with
branding. Given the nature and competitiveness of fashion markets, many researchers have
discussed the need to use symbolic cues to create distinctive brand images and associations in
this particular industry (Susan & Richard, 1998; Carroll, 2009). Research has suggested that the
key factors, in the success of brand extension are the fit between the parent brand and the
extension, and how well the brand equity of the parent brand transfers to the extension (Hem &
Iverson 2003, Volckner & Sattler, 2006). However, many successful fashion brand extensions
seem to have a relatively weak fit, with respect to product features, e. g., Caterpillar (CAT) brand
boots, Pepsi brand apparel, Jeep brand apparel and so forth. The transfer of brand equity,
particularly favorable brand associations, may play a more important role in the success of a new
category. However, there has been little research that explores how favorable parent brand
associations are transferred to extensions and affect consumers’ acceptance of brand extensions.
To this end, I believe that applying BCM to brand extension studies in fashion categories will
help us understand consumers’ perceptions of apparel and fashion extensions. It will also help
track how and which associations of the parent brand are transferred to facilitate the success of
extensions.

5

1.2. Research Purpose
Although BCM has already been introduced in general fashion branding research (Shin,
2011), to my knowledge, it has never been used to evaluate brand extension, particularly in
apparel and fashion categories. The purpose of this study was to understand consumer
evaluations of fashion brand extension using the BCM approach. Specifically, my objectives
were to: 1) identify consumer associations with Ford and Jeep automobiles and apparel using
BCM; 2) categorize those associations, and 3) compare the brand associations and brand images
of Ford and Jeep apparel in the Chinese market.
In this study, Ford and Jeep apparel were selected because they are both extensions of
iconic American automobile brands. Jeep is a brand in the Chrysler Group. Its vehicle line
consists only of sport utility and off-road vehicles. In 2002, an apparel line that targets male
consumers from 18 to 45 years old was launched in China as an extension to the automobile line.
In the last 10 years, Jeep apparel has experienced great success in China. Ford is a relatively new
fashion brand compared to Jeep. It licensed its apparel line in China in 2012. It also targets male
consumers in the same age range as Jeep, so comparisons between a new brand extension and a
successful extension would be useful for both marketers and researchers.
1.3. Definitions of Terms
Brand Concept Maps (BCM) is a technique that identifies the structure of consumers’ brand
association networks by eliciting an aggregated brand concept map from a sample of
individually- produced maps (John et al., 2006).
Brand Association is anything linked in memory to a brand (Aaker, 1996). It consists of
informational nodes that are linked to the brand nodes in memory, which contain the meaning of
the brand for consumers (Keller, 1993).
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Brand Attributes are those descriptive features that characterize a product or service (Keller,
1993).
Brand Benefits are the personal value consumers attach to the product or service attributes
(Keller, 1993).
Brand Attitudes are defined as consumers’ overall evaluations of a brand (Keller, 1993; Wilkie,
1986).
Brand Extension is defined as a strategy of using a current brand name to enter a completely
different product class (Aaker & Keller, 1990).
Brand Equity is brand equity is defined as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand,
its name and symbol that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or service to a
firm and or to that firm’s customers (Aaker, 1991).
Customer Based Brand Equity (CBBE) is defined as the differential effect of brand knowledge
on consumer response to the marketing of the brand (Keller, 1993).
Brand Knowledge is defined in terms of two components, brand awareness and brand image.
Brand awareness relates to brand recall and recognition performance by consumers. Brand image
refers to the set of associations linked to the brand that consumers hold in memory (Keller, 1993).
Brand Engagement in Self-Concept (BESC) is defined as an individual difference representing
consumers’ propensity to include important brands as part of how they view themselves (Sprott,
Czellar & Spangenberg, 2009).
Jeep Menswear is the apparel line of the auto mobile brand JEEP launched in 2002 in China
through licensing.
Ford Menswear is the apparel line of the auto mobile brand FORD launched in 2012 in China
through licensing.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. Brands and Branding
Brands and branding have aroused interest of not only scholars but also marketing
practitioners because of the crucial role brands play in influencing consumer behavior. A
considerable amount of literature has been done in the area. This chapter will introduce some
important literature on branding, brand extension, brand association, and brand concept mapping.
A brand, as stated by American Marketing Association (AMA), is a “name, term, design,
symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller’s good[s] and service[s] as distinct from
those of other sellers (Kendall, 2009, p. 6).” Jevons (2005) stated that the word “brand” itself has
a long history. He traced the development of the word “brand” from the Germanic word “brandr”.
The book Luxury Fashion Branding: Trends, Tactics, Techniques written by Okonkwo (2007,
p.9) further explained the origin of the concept “brand”. According to the book, it was the
cattleman who first started burning marks on their cattle to show ownership of the livestock. It
then became a way to differentiate good quality cattle from the average and eventually translated
into logos and trademarks of today that identify brands.
Although brands have played a role in commerce for a long time, it was not until the
twentieth century that researchers and practitioners realized their importance (Toloie-Eshlaghy &
Asadollahi, 2011). Recently the discussion of brand building related topics appears to be on the
rise in accordance with the increasing recognition of the crucial intangible value that brands
bring to organizations (Keller & Lehmann, 2006). Hoeffler and Keller (2003) well documented a
wide range of possible benefits to an organization for having a strong brand. According to them,
strong brands create positive customer perceptions of products; improve customer loyalty;
increase brand competitiveness and marketing communication effectiveness; generate more
8

profits and produce additional licensing and brand extension opportunities. Hence, building
strong brands becomes a top marketing priority (Aaker, 1991, 1996; Keller, 2009).
2.2. Brand Equity
Marketing and consumer researchers have provided valuable insights to assist marketers
in establishing brands. The most important concept proposed in branding is brand equity (Aaker
& Biel, 1992). Although researchers have held different perspectives of brand equity (Aaker,
1991; Farquhar, 1989; Tauber, 1988), they all agree that it measures the assets of a brand based
on the components that add value to the brand (Aaker, 1991; Priluck, 2010). According to Aaker
(1991, p.15), brand equity is defined as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its
name and symbol, that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or service to a
firm and/or to that firm’s customers.”
Brand equity is considered the core of branding for the following reasons: it increases the
efficiency and effectiveness of marketing activities and customer loyalty; creates barriers to
competitors’ marketing programs and improves perceived product quality; enhances consumers’
information process, and increases their confidence in purchasing by providing a guaranteed
level of satisfaction (French & Smith, 2013). Brand equity not only helps marketers estimate the
value of brands financially, but also facilities the brand building process strategically (Keller,
1993).
2.3. Brand Extension
According to Srivastava and Shocker (1991), brands are not only important due to the
competitive advantage they present, but also the possible promising opportunity they offer in
unexploited markets. As stated in the previous section, by leveraging equity and introducing
products under established names, brands can be extended to other product categories and
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markets. In this respect, Aaker and Keller (1992) identified two extension strategies: line
extension and brand extension. Line extension refers to using the existing brand name to enter a
new market segment in the same product category and brand extension refers to using the
existing brand name to enter a market in a totally different product category.
According to Keller (2003), consumers accept brand extension primarily due to the
benefits both the brand and its extension offer. Extensions launched under a reputable brand are
more likely to attract consumers than are generic products (Aaker & Keller, 1990), as consumers
transfer positive brand associations to the extension and thus perceive a stronger brand image,
more reliable quality and a lower risk in purchase decisions (Montgomery & Wernerfelt, 1992).
Using a successful existing brand not only reduces the risk of product failure and marketing costs
(Morrin, 1999), but it also encourages cross-shopping behavior (Forney, Park & Brandon, 2005).
In this sense, brand extension benefits a brand in the long run in terms of life-style brand
development (Chen & Liu, 2004).
As brand extension has become a popular marketing strategy, numerous studies have
been proposed to understand how consumers evaluate brand extensions. Researchers have found
that the way in which consumers perceive a brand and its extension, along with the factors they
consider when evaluating the extension in the buying process, determine whether the extension
will succeed or fail (Keller, 2003). In particular, previous research has demonstrated that the “fit”
between the parent brand and the extension and the perceived quality of the parent brand are
crucial factors in the success of extensions (Bottomley & Holden, 2001). According to Volckner
and Sattler (2006), approximately 15 determinants of the success of extensions were significant
(p < 0.10) in at least one empirical study (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Determinants of brand extension success (Volckner & Sattler, 2006, p. 19)
Besides the factors identified, previous research has also found that the psychological
process consumers experience in evaluating an extension plays an important role (Klink & Smith,
2001). According to Martinez (2011), two psychological paths have been used to explain
consumers’ decision process: categorical and piecemeal evaluation. As stated by Fiske (1982),
“categorical evaluation” refers to the situation in which individuals evaluate a new instance by
comparing the new information with that stored in memory. In contrast, “piecemeal evaluation”
(Fiske, 1982; Martinez, 2011) is not based on comparison, but is based on specific attributes
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(Bristol, 1996). These two evaluation processes are not exclusive, as consumers might activate a
categorical evaluation process when they identify a good fit between the parent brand and
extended product categories (Boush & Loken, 1991). Meanwhile, knowledge and attitudes
associated with the parent brand are transferred to the extension (Romeo, 1991; Martinez, 2011).
However, when the fit is poor, a piecemeal process is developed as consumers evaluate the
extension by assessing its individual attributes (Fiske & Pavelchack, 1986). Hence, a two-stage
process is used commonly as consumers go through the evaluation process. At the first stage,
they try to transfer existing associations and attitudes to the extension to assist the evaluation; if
unsuccessful, a second stage will be initiated in which an analytical evaluation is established
(Fiske & Pavelchack, 1986; Martinez, 2011).
The decomposition of consumers’ psychological processes has revealed the importance of
brand associations in the success of brand extensions. As mentioned above, consumers’
evaluation process could be seen as a brand association transfer process. Brands that hold strong,
favorable and unique brand associations that transfer well from the parent brand to the extension
are more likely to extend successfully (Keller, 1993). This is especially true when the parent
brand and extension have a good “fit.” However, most extensions in real life are not very similar
to their parent brands. According to Broniarczyk and Alba (1994), assuming multiple factors
coexist that affect the evaluation, marketers should determine the influence or importance of each
factor and make a possible diagnosis of each if the situation is not realistically as desired. That is,
it is necessary to evoke piecemeal evaluation by promoting strong, favorable and unique brand
associations that are shared by the parent brand and extension and allow consumers to evaluate
the extension based on those associations. They further introduced the concept of brand-specific
associations, which are defined as attributes or benefits that differentiate a brand from competing
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brands (MacInnis & Nakamoto, 1990). When the similarity or “fit” between the parent and
extension is high, brand-specific associations will facilitate the introduction and promotion of the
extension, whereas when the fit is poor, emphasizing brand-specific associations becomes more
important, as the similar characteristics, personalities and features may help shift consumers’
attention from the poor fit to shared associations, and thus smooth the acceptance process.
Leveraging brand-specific associations could successfully transfer intangible components of the
brand stored in the consumers’ mind to the new products. Therefore, brand association plays an
important role in the evaluation of brand extensions.
Other research has also measured the effectiveness of extensions from the perspective of
product feature similarity and concept consistency (Park, Milberg & Lawson, 1991). The essence
of the concept “fit” is also finding shared conceptual brand associations rather than just functional
similarity between the parent brand and extension. However, no previous research has used the
mapping method to depict the structure of associations between the parent brand and its extension
and identify the essential shared associations. This research will fill the gap in brand extension
studies, particularly in the fashion domain.
2.4. Measuring Brand Equity
According to French and Smith (2013), three major lines of research have attempted to
measure brand equity from different perspectives. One approach compares the difference in
terms of price premium between branded products and generic, unbranded goods (Aaker, 1996).
Another approach measures the financial value of a brand by taking all tangible and intangible
assets into account (Ailawadi, Lehmann & Neslin, 2003). The third approach is based on the
concept of “customer-based brand equity” proposed by Keller (1993), which is considered a
major contribution in this domain. According to him, brand equity is defined as “the differential
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effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (1993, p. 2).
This approach was derived from the cognitive psychology concept of measuring memory
structures (Korchia, 1999). It considers brand knowledge as a core component of the
measurement. Therefore, understanding customer-based brand equity involves defining and
measuring many branding concepts and elements. For example, brand knowledge is defined “in
terms of two components, brand awareness and brand image. ‘Brand awareness’ relates to brand
recall and recognition performance by consumers. ‘Brand image’ refers to the set of associations
linked to the brand that consumers hold in memory” (Keller, 1993, p.2). Brand associations are
“the other information nodes linked to the brand node in memory and contain the meaning of the
brand for consumers” (Keller, 1993, p.3).
According to Keller (1993), there are direct and indirect approaches to assessing brand
equity. The indirect approach is to measure brand knowledge by brand awareness and image,
whereas the direct approach measures consumer response to different aspects of the firm’s
marketing activities in terms of how they affect brand knowledge. It has been suggested that
these two approaches should be used together to offer a more complete picture for marketers.
2.5. Brand Associations and Brand Association Categories
Measuring brand knowledge requires measuring brand awareness and image (Keller,
1998). Measuring brand image requires unscrambling the structure of brand associations.
According to Dew and Kwon (2012), a consumer’s perceptions about a brand exist in his/her
mind as a brand association network that reflects the brand image.
As stated by Aaker (1991), brand association refers to anything that is linked to the brand
in a consumer’s mind. It could be any opinion, thought, impression or experience consumers
hold about a particular brand (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993). These associations vary in form. They
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may be tangible or intangible, reflecting product-related, functional associations or non-productrelated, experiential associations (Shocker, Srivastava & Ruekert, 1994). Keller (1993) suggested
that brand associations should be classified into three major categories: attributes, benefits and
attitudes, based on the level and amount of information contained in the associations. Attributes
are the “descriptive features that characterize a product or service” (Keller, 1993, p. 4), and
attributes may be either product-related or non-product-related. Product-related attributes
represent functional features of the product or service, whereas non-product related attributes
represent other attributes, such as price and packaging. Benefits “are the personal values
consumers attach to the product or service attributes” (Keller, 1993, p. 4), which fundamentally
refers to how consumers think the product or service could benefit them. There are three types of
benefits: functional, experiential, and symbolic (Park, Jaworski & MacInnis, 1986). Attitudes are
defined as “consumers’ overall evaluations of a brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 4; Wilkie, 1986). Brand
attitude is a vital concept, as it affects consumer purchase decisions directly. Aaker (1991) also
discussed classification and dimensionality of brand associations. He categorized 11 dimensions
of brand associations: 1) product attributes; 2) intangibles; 3) customer benefits; 4) relative price;
5) use/applications; 6) user/customer; 7) celebrity/person; 8) life-style/personality; 9) product
class; 10) competitors; and 11) country/geographic area (Aaker, 1991, p. 114). Korchia (1999, p.
15) examined the weakness of existing classifications further and proposed 15 categories of
associations: 1) the company; 2) other organizations; 3) brand personality; 4) celebrities and
events; 5) typical users; 6) typical usage situations; 7) product category; 8) price; 9)
communication; 10) distribution; 11) product-related attributes; 12) functional benefits; 13)
experiential benefits; 14) symbolic benefits, and 15) attitudes (for a full definition and
explanation, see Table 2.1). Compared to previous brand association dimensions, Korchia’s 15
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categories are more specific and better suited for the fashion industry (Shin, 2011). For this
reason, our study adopted his 15 brand association categories.
Most existing research explains the formation and operation of brand association
networks using human associative memory (HAM) theory derived from cognitive psychology
(Anderson & Bower, 1973; Wyer & Srull, 1989; French & Smith, 2013). According to this
theory, brand knowledge is stored in a consumer’s mind as small pieces of information
connected to each other to form a complicated brand information network (Anderson, 1983). The
brand recall process is an “activation-spreading” process. When one information node of the
brand is activated, it evokes another node linked to it and “spreads” to all the nodes in the
network to complete the brand recall (Anderson, 1983). For instance, when the brand
McDonald’s comes to mind, one may recall associations such as fast food and convenient
locations, and then the spreading process may stimulate the activation of other associations such
as unhealthy, golden arches, Big Mac and “I’m Lovin It.” This example shows why brand
associations are crucial and how they play an important role in decision-making by helping
consumers store, organize, and process brand information for consumption (Low & Lamb, 2000).
Further, this example demonstrates that brand associations vary in favorability, strength and
uniqueness. According to Keller (1993), associations are different in terms of how relevant they
are to consumers, how well they are connected to the brand, and how unique they are compared
to competitors’ associations.
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Table 2.1 Korchia’s brand association categories
Category
Definition
Knowledge of facts related to the firm: its country
1 The company
of origin, its strategy, its story, and so forth
Competitors comparing them with the brand of
2 Other organizations
concern, to government, charity funds, and so forth
Evoke universe:
3

Brand personality/lifestyle

4

Celebrities/events

5

User imagery

6

Usage imagery

Human characteristics associated with the brand
Events or celebrities' expertise, attractiveness and
so forth create an association with a brand by
advertising
Associations about the typical user or other user
having different characteristics such as age,
physical appearance, job and so forth
Associations about the typical usage situation: the
location, personal experience or information search

Non-product-related attribute (7-10)
Associations about the product category to which
7 Product category
some of the products of the brand belong
Consumers often strongly associate the price, for
8 Price
example, with the quality of the brand
9

Communication

10 Distribution Associations
11 Product-related attributes
12 Functional benefits
13 Experiential benefits

Ads and the catalog
Associations about the distribution networks, the
decoration of the stores, the shop assistants
The ingredients necessary for performing the
product function sought by the consumer
Physiological and safety needs, and desires for
problem removal or problem avoidance
What it feels like to use the product

Underlying needs for social approval or personal
expression and outer-directed self-esteem
An index of the degree to which a person likes or
dislikes an object
(Note: adopted from: Korchia, 1999, p.15; Shin, 2011, p. 24)

14 Symbolic benefits
15 Attitudes

2.6. Measuring Brand Associations
Given the importance of brand associations in the success of brand extension and the
explanation of many other concepts, such as brand knowledge and customer-based brand equity,
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it is desirable to develop strategies to depict how the structure of brand associations exists in
consumers’ minds (Joiner, 1998). As stated by Chen (2010), the purpose of measuring brand
associations is first to identify existing associations and then use the information to help measure
brand equity. Keller (1998) suggested that qualitative techniques, such as free association, can be
used to identify possible associations. The free association method asks an individual or small
group of respondents to describe what comes to mind when they think of a brand. Normally, it is
used as a first step by which researchers or marketers determine a basic idea of the range of
possible associations and the favorability, strength and uniqueness of the associations identified
(Keller, 1998, p. 312).
Keller (1998) also introduced other useful techniques, such as projective techniques, and
the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET). Projective techniques (Levy, 1978, 1981,
1985) may involve asking respondents to complete sentences or interpret pictures about a brand
to reveal their real feelings and thoughts on certain aspects of the brand. The method is largely
oriented towards experience and feelings. It focuses primarily on brand users, and their decision
processes and perspectives. The ZMET is a more complicated technique that uncovers the
association networks in consumers’ minds with a series of qualitative methods, such as taking
photos, collecting pictures, drawing images and giving interviews.
Many other research techniques have been used to help understand brand associations.
Another example, perceptual mapping (Henderson & Calder, 1998), is a technique that makes
pairwise comparisons of brand attributes. Respondents are provided with a set of brands and
asked to compare all given attributes of every two brands.
Although the techniques discussed above elicit brand associations from different
perspectives, they all have obvious weaknesses. Most of them cannot identify the relationships
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among associations. Some techniques, such as ZMET and perceptual mapping, are very laborintensive. To better depict the network structure of brand associations and uncover the
interconnections between associations, a variety of mapping approaches are introduced in the
next section.
2.7. Concept Mapping and Analytical Mapping
Although both marketers and researchers agree that it is crucial to understand brand
associations in consumers’ memories, traditionally, measuring such perceptions and structures
has depended mainly on different kinds of forced-choice instruments (Joiner, 1998; Shin, 2011).
According to Joiner (1998), the advantage of open-ended, qualitative measures over forcedchoice instruments is that the latter use items that are gathered and provided by the researchers,
whereas open-ended tasks, such as concept mapping, extract information directly from
consumers. The strategy of concept mapping was developed by Novak (1972) to reveal how
children understand science. The methodology is based on activation theory and the associative
network model of memory (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Joiner, 1998). In the concept mapping
methodology, thoughts, beliefs and ideas are represented as information nodes in boxes or circles,
and lines are used to link concepts to represent relationships (Shin, 2011). Compared to common
free associations, this method uses a map to illustrate how concepts are related (Novak & Canas,
2008). The methodology is used widely in educational and counseling research, as well as social
psychology and other fields (Joiner, 1998). According to Shin (2011), in the 1990s, the mapping
methodology was introduced and applied to marketing research. Several studies were conducted
to understand product perception (Mackey & Easley, 1996), elicit salient concepts (Joiner, 1998),
and demonstrate the use of this method in product development (Carbonara & Scozzi, 2006). As
the original concept map lacked the feature of generalization, two types of more advanced
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concept maps based on the original were developed in the field of marketing. They are the BCM
and the ZMET mentioned above.
As a well-known consumer mapping method, ZMET is designed to “surface the mental
models that drive consumer thinking and behavior” (Zaltman & Coulter 1995, p. 36; John et al.,
2006). ZMET was designed to stress nonverbal channels of communication in understanding
consumers’ cognitive structures.
The ZMET method has three stages: elicitation; mapping, and aggregation. In the
elicitation stage, a small number (typically 20-25) of participants are recruited to take photos or
collect images that represent their thoughts about the brand. Seven to ten days later, they are
asked to return with the images and explain their reasoning in order to extract constructs during a
two-hour personal interview. In the mapping stage, participants are asked to draw maps based on
the constructs elicited in stage one. In the aggregation stage, researchers aggregate the individual
maps and create a consensus map that takes into consideration the interview transcripts, images
gathered and interviewers’ notes. According to John et al. (2006), the strength of ZMET is that it
takes advantage of multiple qualitative research methods and tries to understand consumers’
mindsets thoroughly from different perspectives. However, the cost of such research is very high.
It is highly labor-intensive, as the setting requires trained interviewers and participants must
devote time for two interview sessions and additional time to prepare images (John et al., 2006;
Brandt & Mortanges, 2011; Shin, 2011).
Analytical mapping is another technique that generates brand maps using analytical
methods (John et al., 2006). It can also be separated into three stages, data collection, graphical
or spatial representation and network analysis (Henderson, Iacobucci & Calder, 1998). Although
qualitative techniques, such as free association, repertory grid (Kelly, 1955) and laddering
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(Reynolds & Gutman, 1988) could be used for data elicitation in the first stage, network
algorithms may be involved heavily in later stages of this technique, which requires a higher
level of analytical skills on the part of the researchers and brand managers.
2.8. Brand Concept Mapping
As discussed above, many existing methods lack the power to provide a standardized and
clear picture of brand association networks. BCM was designed to fill the gap. BCM was
established based on the two techniques above, consumer mapping and analytical mapping. The
two differ in the way in which they analyze data. Consumer mapping techniques, such as ZMET,
use an array of qualitative techniques to obtain important associations, and then ask consumers to
draw brand association maps based on their pictures and interviews. The researcher aggregates
the individual maps into a consensus map based on all the information gathered. In contrast,
analytical mapping produces maps using analytical methods. For example, the analysis uses
consumer perceptions about brands and uncovers the network structure through network
algorithms (John et al., 2006).
BCM is a newer technique introduced by John et al. (2006). It is a standardized brand
mapping technique that identifies the structure of consumers’ brand association networks by
eliciting an aggregated BCM from a sample of individually-produced maps. Although the
procedure for data collection and map aggregation sounds similar to the other mapping
techniques described above, compared to those techniques, BCM is less labor-intensive, easier to
administer and more accessible. According to John et al. (2006), BCM not only identifies
important brand associations, but also conveys the connections among associations. Further, it
may be used on large samples or to compare consumer segments. Moreover, it does not require
specially-trained interviewers or complex analytical techniques.
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Similar to ZMET, BCM is also a three-stage mapping technique. The first stage is
elicitation in which salient associations are selected based on a set of criteria. The second stage is
mapping, in which participants are asked to create a map. As explained by John et al. (2006), the
mapping stage includes four steps, and personal interviews are conducted to help participants
with the task. First, participants are asked an open-ended question about the brand and
encouraged to express their thoughts and feelings about it. Salient brand associations selected in
the first stage are shown to the participants. Participants are told that they can use any of the
salient associations shown and add additional associations if necessary. In the second step, an
example of a complete BCM is shown to the participants and the interviewers explain and
demonstrate how it is constructed. Participants then develop their own maps in the third step; the
fourth step includes debriefing (John et al., 2006). In the aggregation stage, a consensus map is
created based on aggregation rules. Frequency counts are the main determinant of whether or not
an association is included in the consensus map. Table 2.2 shows the aggregation rules (John et
al., 2006; Shin, 2011). Group testing is used to assess reliability and validity. Results have
demonstrated that BCM is a valid and powerful method to represent precisely the brand
association networks that consumers develop.
Since the introduction of BCM, many studies have applied this method in different fields,
including fashion (Shin, 2011) and city branding (Brandt & Mortanges, 2011). Other studies
have attempted to explore the possibility of conducting BCM research further in an online setting
with computer-aided interviews (Meissner, Kottemann & Decker, 2012), or advancing the
technique by measuring brand association strength (French & Smith, 2013) and network
favorability (Schnittka, Sattler & Zenker, 2012).
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Table 2.2 Aggregation rules for BCMs (John et al., 2006, p. 555; Shin, 2011, p. 18)
Steps
Measures
Rules
1. Select core brand
Frequency of mention
Select brand association that are:
associations
Number of
• Included on at least 50% of maps
interconnections
• Included on 45% - 49% of maps if
the number of connections for core
associations we identified previously.
2. Select first-order
brand associations

Frequency of first-order
mentions
Ratio of first-order
mentions Type of
interconnections

Select core brand association that are:
• Have a ratio of first-order mentions
to total mentions of at least 50%
• Have more superordinate than
subordinate interconnections

3. Select core brand
association links

Frequencies for
association links

4. Select non-core
brand association links

Frequencies for
association links

Select core brand association links
by:
• Finding infection point on
frequency plot
• Inflection point = target number
• Including all association links that
appear on or above the target number
of maps
Select non-core brand association
links that are:
• Linked to a core brand association
• Linked on or above the target
number of maps

5. Select number of
connecting lines

Mean number of lines
used per link

Select single, double, or triple lines
for each brand association link by:
• Determining the mean number of
lines used per link
• Rounding up or down to the next
integer number (e.g. 2.3 =2)

As summarized by Shin (2011), the visual presentation of BCM is particularly helpful in
detecting problematic associations that are inconsistent with a firm’s brand positioning. The
interconnections also represent the relationships between associations and consumers’ logic
chain clearly. Further, the use of a map allows marketers to keep tracking changes of association
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networks over time. These features can be very useful and powerful for brand extension
evaluation. By mapping both the parent brand and the extension, marketers could obtain a clear
idea of the brand image and key associations and what associations do and do not transfer well
from the parent brand to the extension. With such crucial information in hand, marketers would
be able to adjust the positioning of the extension, and related marketing campaigns and
promotions accordingly. However, no research has been conducted to leverage this technique to
evaluate brand extension success and compare the difference in brand association networks
between a parent brand and its extension. Figure 2.2 is an example of a brand concept map.

Figure 2.2 Brand Concept Map (John et al., 2006, p. 560)
2.9. Brand Engagement
Prior research has demonstrated that higher self-brand connection increases favorable
brand attitude (Escalas, 2004; Escalas & Bettman, 2003, 2005; Sprott et al., 2009). Self-concept
not only affects consumers’ attitudes toward a specific brand, but also tends to have an effect on
their general engagement with brands. Realizing the fact that consumers vary in their tendency to
incorporate important brands in their self-concept, Sprott et al. (2009) proposed the concept of
brand engagement in self-concept (BESC), which is defined as, “an individual difference
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representing consumers’ propensity to include important brands as part of how they view
themselves” (p. 92). According to their research, a higher BESC level can lead to better brand
recall, more brand awareness and greater favorable brand attitudes. Considering the effect of
BESC on consumers’ evaluations of brand extensions, we believe it is necessary to examine its
effect on consumers’ formation of brand associations and their evaluations of brand extension.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
3.1. Sampling and Sample
Because there are two brands involved in this study and Ford clothing is relatively new in
the Chinese market, different methods were used to collect the data. The mall intercept method
was used in major cities in China to collect responses on Jeep automobiles and the Jeep’s
menswear extension. Short interviews were conducted first and BCMs were obtained afterwards.
Online interviews and chats with a convenience sample were used to collect responses on the
Ford automobile brand and Ford’s menswear extension after which the interviewer helped
participants develop their BCMs.
Given the exploratory nature of the study and the difficulty of obtaining samples in a
different country, especially on a newly-launched brand extension, the main study collected
approximately 15 samples for each brand.
3.2. Data Analysis Procedure
The primary objective of this study was to use BCM in the evaluation of brand extensions
in the fashion market; identify and categorize strong brand associations with the parent brands
and extensions; investigate which associations did or did not transfer well from parent brands to
extensions, and compare the two cases horizontally and vertically. The procedure included three
stages: eliciting; individual mapping, and aggregation. The process began by identifying possible
brand associations for each brand in a word bank to be used in the mapping stage. Next,
interviews were conducted to obtain BCMs from the samples; thereafter, aggregating individual
maps were aggregated to construct the consensus map for each brand. Three pairs of
comparisons were conducted, including the Jeep auto brand and Jeep menswear extension, the
Ford auto brand and Ford menswear extension, and Jeep menswear and Ford menswear.
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3.3. Pretesting
Initially, in the eliciting stage, two sets of word banks (for cars and for menswear of the
two brands) were established. For the automobile factor, online interviews were conducted with
approximately 10 people, using open-ended questions to gather information and identify salient
brand associations for mapping. General questions were asked, for example, “How do you like
Jeep?” and “When thinking about Ford, what comes to mind?” Respondents were encouraged to
talk about their thoughts and feelings about the two brands of cars. Frequently-mentioned brand
associations were gathered for mapping. Words were also adopted from other sources, including
official websites for each brand, social network trending topics mentioned, car forums mentioned,
and online searches (Tables 3.1 and 3.2).
For menswear, a separate survey regarding favorite menswear brands and relevant brand
associations was conducted in an undergraduate merchandising class. The students listed their
favorite brands in the menswear segment and their reasoning, including relevant brand
associations. Some of the words mentioned frequently were selected for building word banks for
Jeep and Ford menswear. Other words were adopted from the word banks of Jeep and Ford cars.
After developing the word banks, two rounds of pretests were conducted. The first round
was in English and the second in Chinese. The purpose of the pretests was to: 1) collect more
salient brand associations; 2) identify whether the words provided were relevant and
representative; 3) test whether the wording and layout were clear to the participants; 4) test inperson interview and online interview result consistency, and 5) test English/Chinese language
result consistency. For the first round of pretests, 10 people were recruited to obtain Jeep car
BCMs and 4 people were recruited to obtain Jeep Menswear BCMs. Modifications were made
accordingly based on the results of the first round pretest, after which and the survey was
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translated into Chinese. 10 people were recruited for the second round pretest, 6 for the Jeep auto
and 4 for Jeep Menswear.
Table 3.1 Word bank for Jeep automobile
High quality Well-made Durable Classic Comfortable Off-road
Well-respected

Sleek

Tough

Green

Simplistic

Four-wheel drive

Adventurous

Nice Young

Dependable Cherokee Wrangler

Powerful Army Poor gas mileage

Muddy

Traction

Famous

Logo

Always in style

Dirty Cloth-top

Affordable

Camping Mountain

Snow Interesting Big tires

Luxurious Fun Timeless
Modern

Mannered

Well-respected Casual

Every day wear
Tough

Prestigious Comfortable
Accessible

Luxurious

Edgy

Charming

Washes well
Fun

Tall

Tow

Manly Trip

Well-known

Stylish

Trendy

Attractive Cool looking Unique Sporty Outdoorsy

Clean cut Expensive Simplistic Chic Versatile Tailored
Sensible

SUV
Popular

Sophisticated

Table 3.2 Word bank for Jeep menswear
High quality Well-made Durable Classic Modern Fashion forward
Great fitting

Edgy

Military Active Chrysler Rugged Strong Confident

Reputable Practical

Good design

Expedition

Outdoorsy Family Cool looking Unique Sporty Wild

Reliable Exciting Expensive
American

Stylish

Adaptable

Preppy

American
Always in style

Nice Young

Reliable Sustainable
Timeless
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Jeep car

Confident

Popular

Upper class

Reputable

Practical

Affordable

Sophisticated

Manly

3.4. Data Collection
Because the two rounds of pretests were conducted in the U.S. and only Jeep was
included in the pretest due to familiarity with Jeep Menswear, the author then interviewed 10
Chinese consumers with the same open-ended questions to test whether the associations gathered
were consistent with what Chinese consumers had in mind. Final modifications were made and
additional salient associations were added. The word banks for Ford are shown in Tables 3.3 and
3.4.
The study used two methods to collect data: maps of the Jeep automobile were collected
in the Jeep dealership in Shanghai and other maps were collected through online interviews.
Each participant received a three-section printed or electronic document. The first part was an
explanation of the research with a BCM example from the Mayo clinic (John et al., 2006). The
example was translated into Chinese for Chinese consumers. The second part was a blank page
with the brand logo for mapping according to the word bank and images of products of the target
brand. As Ford menswear is a new brand, more images collected from its official website and
online store were included. Participants were encouraged to use their own words and add
anything they considered important and necessary that was not included in the word bank. The
third part was a brief survey that includes questions related to the measurement of brand
engagement, as well as demographic information.
The third step was aggregation. Following the five-step aggregation rules (Table 2.1),
core brand associations were selected, then first-order associations were selected and linked,
non-core brand associations were selected and linked, and in the final step, the number of
connecting lines was determined. Associations included were then categorized based on
Korchia’s association categories. Survey results were examined as well.
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Table 3.3 Word bank for Ford automobile
High quality Well-made Durable Classic Rustic Pickup truck
Conservative Safe Old Brand
Simplistic Powerful
American

Well-respected

Global brand Cost-effective Manly

Reputable Practical
Boring

Solid

Roomy

Lack of vigorousness

Logo
Not fun

Great fitting

Drives well

Slow start

Comfortable
Fun
Cheap

Tough

Washes well

Adaptable

Timeless

Historic

American

Charming

Sensible

Crushproof

Stylish

Confident

Mannered

Trendy

Every day wear

Nice Young Reputable

Reliable Sustainable

Low key Mediocre Average

Old brand

Detroit

Attractive Basic styles Ford Car Clean cut Inexpensive

Simplistic Chic Versatile Tailored
Well-respected Casual

Big

Mediocre

Dull colors

Table 3.4 Word bank for Ford menswear
High quality Well-made Durable Classic Modern Fashion forward
Good design

Tall

For family Steady Hi-tech ChangAn-

Collaboration with China

Mondeo Kuga

Mainstream Cheap

Famous

Low key For senior

Affordable Well-known

Second tire brand

Tough

Stable

For business use Reliable

Poor gas mileage Mature Down to earth

Dependable Confident

Ford

Basic Focus

Comfortable

Practical

Sophisticated

Boring Soft

Prestigious

Affordable

Manly

Down to earth

Accessible

Business casual
Logo

Rustic

Great price Global brand Mainstream Steady Goes with everything
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Chapter 4. Research Results
4.1. Sample Demographics
The study included 60 samples, 15 for each (Jeep automobile, Ford automobile, Jeep
menswear and Ford menswear). All respondents were Chinese consumers from major cities.
Table 4.1 illustrates the profile of the sample.
Table 4.1 Profile of the sample

Age
(mean=33.3)

Gender

Monthly
expenditure on
fashion
products

Frequency

Percentage

20-29

22

36.7%

30-39

27

45.0%

40-49

8

13.3%

50-59

3

5.0%

Male

29

48.3%

Female
￥0-100

(~ $0-15)

31
3

51.7%
5.0%

￥100-199

(~ $15-30)

4

6.7%

￥200-299

(~ $30-50)

7

11.7%

￥300-399

(~ $50-65)

12

20.0%

￥400-499

(~ $65-80)

10

16.7%

over ￥500 (over $80)

24

40.0%

The age of the sample ranged from 22 to 55, with a mean age of 33.3 years. Eighty
percent of the sample was in their 20s or 30s. Only a few were over 40 years old. Their monthly
expenditure on fashion products ranged from 0-100 to over 500 yuan; 40% of the sample
indicated that they spend more than 500 yuan (~ $80) per month on fashion products. Only about
10% of the sample indicated that they spend less than 200 yuan (~ $30) per month. 11.7%
indicated that their monthly expenditure ranged from 200 - 299 yuan (~ $30-$50); 20% spent
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between 300 - 399 yuan (~$50-$65), and 16.7% spent between 400 - 499 yuan (~$65-$80) per
month.
4.2. Sample Demographics by Brand Engagement Level
This study adopted the scales of brand engagement in self-concept (BESC) developed by
Sprott et al. (2009) to measure respondents’ engagement level (See Table 4.2). According to the
scale, all respondents were divided into two groups, high-engagement and low-engagement,
based on the mean score of the overall engagement level (4.91). If a respondent’s average score
was 4.91 or higher, s/he was placed in the high-engagement group; if it was 4. 90 or lower, s/he
was placed in the low engagement group.
Table 4.2 Scale items used to measure brand engagement in self-concept
1. I have a special bond with the brands that I like.
2. I consider my favorite brands to be a part of myself.
3. I often feel a personal connection between my brands and me.
4. Part of me is defined by important brands in my life.
5. I feel as if I have a close personal connection with the brands I most prefer.
6. I can identify with important brands in my life.
7. There are links between the brands that I prefer and how I view myself.
8. My favorite brands are an important indication of who I am.

Table 4.3 Engagement level of respondents
Mean Level of
Group
Frequency
Engagement
High-Engagement
34
5.75
Low-Engagement

26

3.82

Overall

60

4.91
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As shown in Table 4.3, the high-engagement group was composed of 34 respondents
(mean 5.75), with 26 respondents (mean 3.82) in the low-engagement group. Table 4.4
summarizes the characteristics of respondents based on their engagement level.
Table 4.4 Profile of the sample
High-Engagement
Frequency

Age
mean=33.3

Gender

Percentage

Low-Engagement
Frequency

Percentage

20-29

15

44.1%

7

27%

30-39

13

38.2%

14

54%

40-49

4

11.8%

4

15%

50-59

2

5.9%

1

4%

Male

15

44.1%

14

54%

Female

19

55.9%

12

46%

(~ $0-15)

1

2.9%

2

8%

(~ $15-30)

0

0.0%

4

15%

(~ $30-50)

3

8.8%

4

15%

(~ $50-65)

6

17.6%

6

23%

(~ $65-80)

7

20.6%

3

12%

over ￥500 (over $80)

17

50.0%

7

27%

￥0-100
￥100-199
Monthly
expenditure ￥200-299
on fashion ￥300-399
products
￥400-499

As shown in the table above, in the high-engagement group, over 40% of the respondents
were in their 20s, another 38.2% were in their 30s, and respondents whose ages ranged from 40
to 59 accounted for less than 20%. In the high-engagement group, 44.1% respondents were male
and 55.9% were female. Half of the respondents in the high-engagement group spent over 500
yuan (over $80) monthly on fashion products; 20% spent 400-499 yuan (~ $65-80) and 17.6%
spent 300-399 yuan (~ $50-65). Only a few respondents spent less than 200 yuan (~ $30) a
month. Of the low engagement group, over 50% of the respondents were between 30 and 39
years old. Approximately 30% of them were under 30. Fifteen percent of the respondents were in
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their 40s, and only 4% were over 49. 54% of the respondents in the low-engagement group were
male and 46% were female. Eight percent of the respondents in the low-engagement group spent
0-100 yuan (~ $0-15) per month on fashion products; 15% spent 100-199 yuan (~$15-30) and
another 15% spent 200-299 yuan (~ $30-50); approximately one quarter of the respondents
spent 300-399 yuan (~$50-65) and approximately 40% of them spent over 400 yuan (~ $65) per
month.
4.3. Mapping Results
Four maps were created for the study to evaluate the brand extension success from the
Ford automobile to Ford menswear, and from the Jeep automobile to Jeep menswear. The maps
of the extensions were analyzed by comparing the mention of associations, especially the core
associations and interconnections with the parent brands. Associations that transferred from the
parent brands to the extensions were identified. The associations that were mentioned by the high
and low engagement groups within each group were also identified, compared and classified
according to Korchia’s (1999) categories.
4.3.1. Brand Concept Map for Ford Automobile
According to the aggregation rules, five steps are required to construct the consensus map
(Table 2.2). The first step identified core brand associations by measuring the frequency of brand
associations mentioned and the number of interconnections. Associations mentioned on at least
50% of individual maps were included as core brand associations. Those found on 45-49% of the
maps could also be included if the number of interconnections was equal to or higher than the
core associations. For the Ford automobile, four associations were selected as core brand
associations: Ford Focus, (which is a very popular model of Ford in China); Old Brand,
American, and Poor Gas Mileage (See Table 4.5). The second step was to select first-order
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associations from the core associations. Frequencies, ratio of first-order mentions and
interconnection types of first-order mentions in individual maps were used as means to
determine first-order associations. As shown in Table 4.6, all of the core associations had a ratio
of first-order mentions to total mentions of at least 50% and had more superordinate than
subordinate interconnections. Hence, all of them were included as first-order associations in the
consensus map.
Table 4.5 Core brand associations
Associations

Frequency of Mention

Focus

11

Number of
Interconnections
20

Old Brand

8

5

American

8

4

Poor Gas Mileage

10

1

Table 4.6 First-order associations
First-order
Frequency of
Association
First Order
Focus
9

Ratio of FirstOrder Mention
82%

Superordinate
Connections
2

Subordinate
Connections
0

Old Brand

6

75%

3

0

American
Poor Gas
Mileage

7

88%

1

0

6

60%

4

0

The third step was to link core brand associations on the map. To determine which links
to include, frequencies between specific associations were measured across individual maps.
According to the aggregation rules, the inflection point determines the target number of
association pairs included. The infection point is where a sharp increase in frequency counts is
observed. For instance, for Ford automobile, 21 association pairs had one frequency count, four
had two counts, and one had three. Therefore, the infection point occurred at two and that was
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considered the target number. Thus, all association pairs that had two or more counts were
included. The fourth step was to select non-core association links; based on the rules, all noncore associations that are linked to core associations or directly to the brand, and have a
frequency count at or above the target number were included. The core association pairs and
non-core association pairs included in the consensus map are shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Frequency of interconnections
Interconnections
Frequency
Focus-Poor Gas Mileage
2
Focus-ChangAn Ford
2
Focus-Affordable
2
Focus-Classic
3
American-Old Brand
2
High Quality-Reliable
3
High Quality-Durable
3
Durable-Pick up
2
Pick up-Bulky
2
Pick up-Tough
2
Good Price-Cost Efficient
2
Outdated Style-Mediocre
2
Mondeo-Reputable
3
Note: core associations are underlined
The final step was to determine the strength of the lines. When counting frequencies of
the core associations and association pairs, the number of lines: one, two, or three were also
counted. The means of lines of each core association and association pair were then calculated
and rounded up or down to the next integer number (Tables 4.8 and 4.9). After the counting and
calculating, the consensus map for the Ford automobile was created (Figure 4.1). A total of four
core associations and four non-core associations were included, and 13 pairs of links were
identified in the eight associations. As shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, the association Focus, a
popular compact model in China, had the highest frequency count and number of
interconnections. It was closely associated with poor gas mileage, affordable, classic and
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ChangAn Ford. (ChangAn Ford Automobile Co., Ltd. is a 50-50 joint venture between Ford
Motor and ChangAn Automobile Group established in Chongqing, China in 2001. It handles all
of Ford automobile’s business in China, including developing, manufacturing, sales and service.)
Another popular model included was Mondeo, a more expensive family car.
Table 4.8 Number of lines of association links included
Interconnections
Frequency
Number of Lines
Focus-Poor Gas Mileage
5
2
Focus-ChangAn Ford
5
2
Focus-Affordable
4
2
Focus-Classic
6
3
American-Old Brand
4
2
High Quality-Reliable
6
3
High Quality-Durable
6
3
Durable-Pick up
4
2
Pick up-Bulky
4
2
Pick up-Tough
5
2
Good Price-Cost Efficient
5
2
Outdated Style-Mediocre
4
2
Mondeo-Reputable
3
3

Mean of Lines
2.5
2.5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.5
2.5
2
1

Table 4.9 Number of lines of associations connected directly to the brand
Frequency of
Associations
Number of Lines
Mean of Lines
Mention
Focus
11
29
2.6
Old Brand
8
18
2.3
American
8
23
2.9
Poor Gas Mileage
10
27
2.7
Good Price
5
13
2.6
Mondeo
6
10
1.7
High Quality
6
12
2
Outdated Style
2
2
1
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Figure 4.1 BCM for Ford automobile
Note: Non-core associations are indicated by dashed circles;
three lines indicate the strongest relationship between two associations
Participants seemed to have the impression that Ford is associated with poor gas mileage.
Many of them included that association in the maps. They were also aware of the fact that Ford
is an iconic, old American brand that is reputable, reliable, safe, historic and durable. Almost all
of the participants who mentioned style and design in their maps indicated negative associations.
They used words such as “cheap,” “outdated,” and “mediocre” to describe the design, interior
and exterior of Ford cars. However, non-core associations of “good price” and “high quality”
were included as well.
Table 4.10 shows the profile of high-engagement and low-engagement groups for the
Ford automobile. Of the 15 participants, seven were in the high-engagement group and eight
were in the low-engagement group based on their engagement scores. Most participants in both
groups were in their 30s, but participants in the high-engagement group tended to spend more on
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fashion products than did those in the low-engagement group. Table 4.11 indicates their previous
purchase experience. Although the percentage of participants that had purchased Ford cars for
both groups was below 50%, most of the participants were either considering buying one or had
experience driving Ford cars.
Table 4.10 Profile of different engagement groups
High-Engagement
Frequency

Age

Gender

Low-Engagement

Percentage Frequency Percentage

20-29

0

0%

2

25%

30-39

5

71.4%

5

62.5%

40-49

1

14.3%

1

12.5%

50-59

1

14.3%

0

0%

Male

4

44.1%

4

50%

Female

3

55.9%

4

50%

￥0-100

(~ $0-15)

0

0%

2

25%

(~ $15-30)

0

0%

2

25%

(~ $30-50)

2

28.6%

0

0%

(~ $50-65)

0

0%

1

12.5%

(~ $65-80)

0

0%

1

12.5%

over ￥500 (over $80)

5

71.4%

2

25%

￥100-199
Monthly
expenditure ￥200-299
on fashion ￥300-399
products
￥400-499

Table 4.11 Previous purchase experiences of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group

Purchase
Experiences

Low-Engagement Group

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Ford Automobile

3

42.9%

3

37.5%

Ford Menswear

1

14.3%

0

0%

Table 4.12 shows the core associations mentioned by participants in the two engagement
groups. “Focus” was the association that had the highest frequency counts and interconnections
in both groups. “Poor gas mileage” was also mentioned by both groups. Other than those
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common core associations, “reliable,” “mediocre” and “durable” were identified as core
associations in the high-engagement group as well. Participants in the low-engagement group
were more aware of and familiar with the different models, as two models, “Mondeo” and
“Kuga,” were mentioned. They were also more concerned about the price. Other associations
important to the low engagement group were “American” and “Old brand;” Table 4.13 shows the
common core associations mentioned by both engagement groups. Table 4.14 shows the
association categories of high and low engagement groups for the Ford automobile.
Table 4.12 Core associations of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Associations

Frequency
of Mention

Number of
Interconnections

Focus
Reliable
Mediocre

5
4
5

12
3
2

Durable

5

2

Poor Gas
Mileage

5

1

Frequency
of Mention

Number of
Interconnections

Focus
Old Brand
American
Poor Gas
Mileage

6
5
5

8
3
0

5

0

Mondeo

5

6

Associations

Kuga
4
2
Cost Efficient
4
0
Good Price
4
0
Note: Core associations include in the final consensus map are underlined
Table 4.13 Common core associations mentioned by both engagement groups
Focus
Poor Gas Mileage
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Table 4.14 Association categories for both engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Product-related attributes
Poor Gas Mileage
Poor Gas Mileage
Brand personality/Lifestyle
Reliable
Functional benefits
Durable
The Company
Focus
Focus, Mondeo, Kuga
American, Old Brand
Price
Good Price, Cost Efficient
Attitudes
Mediocre

4.3.2. Brand Concept Map for Jeep Automobile
As shown in Table 4.15, eight associations were included as core associations. “Off-road”
and “poor gas mileage” were the most frequently mentioned associations. Almost all of the 15
participants in the group mentioned these two associations in their maps. Other important
associations were “stylish,” “4-wheel drive,” “tough,” and “classic.” Two non-core associations
were included as they were mentioned on more than 45% of the individual maps and the number
of interconnections was equal to some core associations.
Table 4.15 Core associations
Associations

Frequency of Mention

Stylish
Off-road
Poor Gas Mileage
Rugged
4-Wheel Drive
Tough
Manly
Classic

8
12
13
7
9
8
7
8

Number of
Interconnections
8
22
1
3
1
1
1
3

Table 4.16 illustrates first-order associations included in the consensus map. As “poor gas
mileage,” “4-wheel drive,” “tough,” and “manly” had low first-order ratio, they were not
connected directly to the brand in the consensus map.
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Table 4.16 First-order associations
Frequency
First-order
of First
Association
Order
Stylish
4

Ratio of
First-Order
Mention
50%

Superordinate Subordinate
Connections Connections
4
0

Off-road

10

83%

2

0

Poor Gas Mileage

3

23.1%

6

4

Rugged

4

57.1%

3

0

4-Wheel Drive

2

22.2%

7

0

Tough

2

25.0%

5

1

Manly

2

28.6%

2

3

Classic

5

62.5%

3

0

Twenty-five pairs of association links of core associations were identified and 17 pairs
had at least one frequency count, four had two counts, three had three counts and one had six
counts. Hence, the target number was two and all association links that had two or more counts
were included. One pair of non-core association link was included as well. (Table 4.17 and 4.18)
Table 4.17 Number of lines of association links included
Interconnections
Frequency
Number of Lines
Off-road-Powerful
2
4
Off-road-Tough
2
5
Poor Gas Mileage-Cherokee
2
5
Classic-Wrangler
2
6
Wrangler-Young
2
6
Off-road-Poor Gas Mileage
3
5
Off-road-Mountain
3
5
Stylish-Classic
3
7
Off-road-4-Wheel Drive
6
14
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Mean of Lines
2
2.5
2.5
3
3
1.7
1.7
2.3
2.3

Table 4.18 Number of lines of associations connected directly to the brand
Associations
Frequency of Mention Number of Lines
Mean of Lines
Stylish
8
18
2.3
Off-road
12
34
2.8
Rugged
7
14
2
Classic
8
20
2.5

Table 4.17 and 4.18 indicate how the strength of lines was determined. Figure 4.2
illustrates the final consensus map. According to the map, eight core associations were indicated,
with “off-road” the most important association. Several of the core associations were connected
to the brand through “off-road,” such as “off-road” to “poor gas mileage,” “tough” and “4-wheel
drive.” The model “Wrangler” was closely related to “classic” and “young.” “Classic” was also
connected to “stylish.” Three non-core associations were also indicated: “manly,” “rugged,” and
“young.”

Figure 4.2 BCM for Jeep automobile
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Tables 4.19 and 4.20 indicate the demographic information and previous purchase
experience of the two engagement groups. Based on their engagement scores, five participants
were in the high-engagement group and 10 were in the low-engagement group. Participants in
the high-engagement group tended to spend more on fashion products, and 80% had purchased
Jeep vehicles. Participants in the low-engagement tended to distribute more evenly on different
levels of monthly expenditure on fashion products. 40% of the participants in the lowengagement group had purchased Jeep vehicles.
Table 4.19 Profile of different engagement groups
High-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
20-29
1
20%
30-39
1
20%
Age
40-49
3
60%
50-59
0
0%
Male
3
60%
Gender
Female
2
40%
0
0%
￥0-100
(~ $0-15)
0
0%
￥100-199 (~ $15-30)
Monthly
0
0%
expenditure ￥200-299 (~ $30-50)
on fashion ￥300-399 (~ $50-65)
0
0%
products
2
40%
￥400-499 (~ $65-80)
3
60%
over ￥500 (over $80)

Low-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
1
10%
5
50%
3
30%
1
10%
8
80%
2
20%
0
0%
2
20%
1
10%
3
30%
1
10%
3
30%

Table 4.20 Previous purchase experiences of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Frequency
Percentage
Frequency
Percentage
Jeep Automobile
4
80%
4
40%
Jeep Menswear
1
20%
0
0%

Table 4.21 shows the core associations for the two engagement groups. As shown in
Table 4.22, the core associations mentioned by both groups were: “off-road,” “classic,” “poor
gas mileage,” and “4-wheel drive.” In addition to the four common core associations, the high44

engagement group also mentioned “high quality,” “drives well,” and “stylish.” The lowengagement group made more core associations than the high-engagement group. Other
important associations mentioned were “tough,” “rugged,” “manly,” “Wrangler,” and “Cherokee.”
The core associations for both groups were categorized (Table 4.23).
Table 4.21 Core association of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Associations
Off-road
Stylish
Classic
Poor Gas
Mileage
4-Wheel
Drive
High Quality
Drives Well

Frequency
of Mention

Number of
Interconnections

5
4
3

11
7
0

Associations

Frequency Number of
of
InterMention connections

Off-road
7
11
Tough
6
1
Classic
5
3
Poor Gas
4
1
9
0
Mileage
4-Wheel
3
0
6
1
Drive
4
4
Rugged
6
3
3
0
Manly
6
0
Wrangler
5
9
Cherokee
5
6
Note: Core associations included in the final map are underlined

Table 4.22 Common core associations mentioned by both engagement groups
Off-road
Classic
Poor Gas Mileage
4-Wheel Drive

Table 4.23 Association categories for both engagement groups for Jeep automobile
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Product-related attributes
Poor Gas Mileage
Poor Gas Mileage
4-Wheel Drive
4-Wheel Drive
Functional benefits
High Quality
Experiential benefits
Drives Well
The company
Cherokee, Wrangler
Symbolic benefits
Classic, Stylish
Classic
Brand personality/lifestyle
Tough, Manly
Usage imagery
Off-road
Off-road
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4.3.3. Brand Concept Map for Jeep Menswear
Core associations of Jeep menswear are shown in Table 4.24. The most frequently
mentioned associations were “Jeep car” and “manly,” others including “outdoorsy,” “tough,”
“durable,” “American,” and “high quality.” Among which “tough” and “manly” were also
mentioned as core associations in the Jeep automobile map. “High quality” and “American” were
included although the frequency of mentions was below 50% (between 45%-49%) because the
number of interconnections exceeded the numbers of some other core associations.
Table 4.24 Core associations
Frequency of
Associations
Mention
Durable
10
High Quality
7
Manly
11
Outdoorsy
9
American
7
Jeep Car
12
Tough
8

Number of
Interconnections
0
8
5
6
4
14
4

Table 4.25 illustrates the first-order associations included. “Durable” and “tough” were
eliminated due to low first-order mention ratio. All other core associations were connected
directly to the brand in the consensus map. Twenty-eight pairs of associations connected to the
core associations were identified. Twenty-two had one frequency count, four had two counts and
two had three counts. Hence, the target point was two. Table 4.26 shows the association pairs
included. There was no none-core association pairs included in this map as none of them
exceeded the target point.
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Table 4.25 First-order associations
First-order
Association
Durable

Frequency of
First Order

Ratio of FirstOrder Mention

Superordinate
Connections

Subordinate
Connections

1

10%

7

2

High Quality

4

57.1%

3

0

Manly

6

54.5%

5

0

Outdoorsy

5

55.5%

3

1

American

5

71.4%

0

2

Jeep Car

8

66.7%

0

4

Tough

2

25%

4

2

Table 4.26 Number of lines of association links included
Number of
Interconnections
Frequency
Lines
High Quality-Durable
5
3
Tough-Washes Well
3
2
Jeep Car-Sporty
3
2
Jeep Car-Durable
3
2
Jeep Car-Tough
5
2
Outdoorsy-Sporty
6
3
Note: Core associations are underlined

Mean of Lines
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
2

Table 4.27 Number of lines of associations connected directly to the brand
Associations
Frequency of Mention Number of Lines
Mean of Lines
High Quality
7
18
2.6
Manly
11
28
2.6
Outdoorsy
9
22
2.4
American
7
17
2.4
Jeep Car
12
28
2.3

Figure 4.3 illustrates the final consensus map for Jeep menswear. In the map, five core
associations were indicated (“manly,” “outdoorsy,” “durable,” “Jeep car” and “tough”). The two
non-core associations indicated were “American” and “high quality.” In the map, “Jeep car”
seemed to be the most important core association, as it was connected to many other associations,
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such as “sporty,” “durable” and “tough.” As shown in previous tables, “Jeep car” had the most
interconnections, number of lines and the highest frequency of first order mention.

Figure 4.3 BCM for Jeep menswear
Tables 4.28 and 4.29 show the participants’ profile of the two engagement groups and
their purchase experience. Twelve of the participants (N=15) were in the high-engagement group
and three in the low-engagement group. Most of the participants were in their 20s and 30s. In the
high-engagement group, nine were female and three were male. In the low-engagement group,
two were female and one was male. Participants in the high-engagement group spent at least $50
monthly on fashion products and most spent over $80. The three participants in the lowengagement group spent $30-$50, $50-$65 and over $80 respectively. All of the participants at
least had visited and shopped in Jeep menswear retail stores or online. The male participants had
at least tried on some pieces. Almost half of the participants in the high-engagement group had
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purchased Jeep menswear clothing. Participants in the low-engagement group had either
purchased Jeep vehicle or Jeep clothing.
Table 4.28 Profile of different engagement groups
High-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
20-29
6
50%
30-39
1
8%
Age
40-49
0
0%
50-59
1
8%
Male
3
25%
Gender
Female
9
75%
0
0%
￥0-100
(~ $0-15)
Monthly ￥100-199 (~ $15-30)
0
0%
expenditur ￥200-299 (~ $30-50)
0
0%
e on
3
25%
￥300-399 (~ $50-65)
fashion
3
25%
products ￥400-499 (~ $65-80)
over ￥500 (over $80)

6

50%

Low-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
0
0%
3
100%
0
0%
0
0%
1
33%
2
67%
0
0%
0
0%
1
33%
1
33%
0
0%
1

33%

Table 4.29 Purchase history of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group Low-Engagement Group
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage
Jeep Automobile
1
8%
2
67%
Purchase
Experiences Jeep Menswear
5
42%
1
33%
Table 4.30 and 4.31 illustrate the core associations of the two engagement groups and
common associations mentioned by both. Both groups mentioned “durable,” “manly,”
“outdoorsy,” and “tough.” These four associations were also identified as core associations in the
final consensus map. Among those, “tough” and “manly” were cited as core associations in both
the Jeep automobile and Jeep Menswear maps. The core association in the high-engagement
group that had the highest frequency count and number of interconnections was “Jeep Car,”
whereas in the low-engagement group, participants rated other associations such as “everyday
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wear,” “sporty,” and “American” higher. Table 4.32 illustrates the association categories of both
engagement groups.
Table 4.30 Core associations of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Frequency
Number of
Number of
Frequency of
Associations
of
InterAssociations
InterMention
Mention
connections
connections
Durable
Manly
Outdoorsy
Jeep Car
Tough

7
9
7
11
6

0
5
4
12
3

Durable
High Quality
Manly
Outdoorsy
Sporty
Tough
American
Everyday Wear
Note: Core associations are underlined

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
2
2
1
0
0

Table 4.31 Common associations mentioned by both engagement groups
Durable
Manly
Outdoorsy
Tough

Table 4.32 Association categories for both engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Functional benefits
Durable
Durable, High Quality
The company
Jeep Car
American
Brand
Tough, Manly
Tough, Manly
personality/lifestyle
Usage imagery
Outdoorsy
Outdoorsy, Sporty, Everyday Wear

4.3.4. Brand Concept Map for Ford Menswear
Table 4.33 and 4.34 illustrate the core associations and first-order associations in the Ford
menswear consensus map. Although “mediocre” and “affordable” had high frequency counts, the
ratios of first-order mention were much lower than 50% so they were not included as first-order
associations.
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Table 4.33 Core associations
Associations

Frequency of Mention

Mediocre
Simplistic
American
Affordable
Ford Car

11
7
11
9
9

Number of
Interconnections
3
4
6
5
11

Table 4.34 First-order associations
First-order
Association
Mediocre

Frequency of
First Order
2

Ratio of FirstOrder Mention
18%

Superordinate
Connections
5

Subordinate
Connections
4

Simplistic

4

57%

2

1

American

7

63.6%

4

0

Affordable

1

11.1%

8

0

Ford Car

7

77.8%

1

1

Table 4.35 shows the association links included in the consensus map. All of the
interconnections that had more than one frequency count were included. Three of them were
related to Ford vehicle and they were all positive associations.
Among the associations linked directly to the brand, “American” had the highest
frequency counts and the most number of lines. “Ford car” and “affordable” were the other two
associations with relatively high frequency counts and number of lines (Table 4.36). Figure 4.4
shows the final consensus map for Ford menswear. According to the map, Ford Menswear was
associated closely with “Ford car” and “American.” These two core associations were linked to
other positive associations such as “reputable,” “global brand,” and “high quality.” Other
associations addressed the pricing, design and cut of the line.
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Table 4.35 Number of lines of association links included
Interconnections
Frequency
Number of Lines
Affordable - Casual
2
3
Affordable - Mediocre
2
3
Ford Car - American
2
5
Ford Car - Reputable
2
4
Ford Car - Global Brand
2
4
Simplistic - Clean Cut
2
4
American - High Quality
2
4
Note: Core associations are underlined

Mean of Lines
1.5
1.5
2.5
2
2
2
2

Table 4.36 Number of lines of associations linked directly to the brand
Associations
Frequency of Mention Number of Lines
Affordable
9
19
Simplistic
7
17
American
11
29
Ford Car
9
24

Mean of Lines
2.1
2.4
2.6
2.7

Figure 4.4 BCM for Ford menswear
Table 4.37 illustrates the profile of participants of the two engagement groups. Ten
participants were in the high-engagement group and five were in the low-engagement group.
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Table 4.37 Profile of different engagement groups
High-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
20-29
8
80%
30-39
2
20%
Age
40-49
0
0%
50-59
0
0%
Male
5
50%
Gender
Female
5
50%
1
10%
￥0-100
(~ $0-15)
0
0%
￥100-199 (~ $15-30)
Monthly
1
10%
expenditure ￥200-299 (~ $30-50)
on fashion ￥300-399 (~ $50-65)
3
30%
products
2
20%
￥400-499 (~ $65-80)
3
30%
over ￥500 (over $80)

Low-Engagement
Frequency Percentage
4
80%
1
20%
0
0%
0
0%
1
20%
4
80%
0
0%
0
0%
2
40%
1
20%
1
20%
1
20%

Most of the participants in both engagement groups were in their 20s. Half of the
participants in the high-engagement group were male and the rest were female. In the lowengagement group, only one was male and four were female. Monthly expenditure on fashion
products in the high-engagement group tended to evenly distribute from approximately $0-15 to
over $80. Participants in the low-engagement group spent at least $30 monthly on fashion
products. Table 4.38 shows purchase history of the two engagement groups.
Table 4.38 Purchase history of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Frequency Percentage
Ford Automobile
0
0%
Purchase
Experiences
Ford Menswear
0
0%

Low-Engagement Group
Frequency Percentage
0
0%
0

0%

None of the participants owned a Ford vehicle. Also, as the clothing line was newly
launched in selective cities, none of the participants had a chance to make any purchase yet.
However, all of the participants were familiar with the Ford brand, and all had experience
driving or riding in a Ford car.
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Table 4.39 and 4.40 indicate core associations for the two engagement groups and
common associations mentioned by both groups. Both groups cited “mediocre” and “American.”
The low-engagement group also mentioned “old brand.” “Ford car” had the greatest number of
interconnections and high frequency counts in the high-engagement group. Table 4.41 shows
association categories for both engagement groups.
Table 4.39 Core associations of different engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Number of
Number of
Frequency of
Frequency
Associations
InterAssociations
InterMention
of Mention
connections
connections
Mediocre
Simplistic
American
Affordable
Ford Car

7
3
Mediocre
4
6
3
American
4
7
5
Old Brand
4
7
4
7
10
Note: Core associations included in the final map are underlined

0
1
3

Table 4.40 Common associations mentioned by both engagement groups
Mediocre
American

Table 4.41 Association categories for both engagement groups
High-Engagement Group
Low-Engagement Group
Price
Affordable
The company
Ford Car, American
American, Old Brand
Attitudes
Mediocre
Mediocre
Brand personality/lifestyle
Simplistic

4.4. Brand Extension Evaluation and Mapping Comparison
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the concept maps aggregated in the previous section for the
Jeep automobile and Jeep Menswear.
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Figure 4.2 BCM for Jeep automobile

Figure 4.3 BCM for Jeep Menswear
According to the maps and Korshia’s (1999) association categories, participants
connected the Jeep automobile to Jeep Menswear easily. Many unique and positive associations
with the Jeep automobile transferred to the menswear extension successfully and smoothly. In
particular, associations of categories such as brand personality/lifestyle, user imagery, the
company and functional benefits transferred completely from the parent brand to the extension.
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Figure 4.1 BCM for Ford automobile

Figure 4.4 BCM for Ford Menswear
Similar to the case with Jeep, associations with the Ford motor company and country of
origin transferred well from the parent brand to the extension. Other association categories that
transferred successfully were the price and attitudes. Although as an iconic American brand,
Ford was considered “reputable,” “high quality,” and “durable,” some consumers used
“mediocre” to describe both the Ford automobile and its menswear extension. Compared to the
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case with Jeep, as a parent brand, Ford lacked a positive and unique brand personality. Hence,
the extension lacked identity as well. Product-related association and functional benefits did not
transfer to the extension at all. The affordable price of the menswear line was associated directly
with the negative attitude of “mediocre.”
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Chapter 5. Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations
5.1. Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate brand extension in the fashion industry using
BCM. Specifically, brand associations of both parent brands (Ford and Jeep automobiles) and
extensions (Ford and Jeep menswear) were identified, mapped and categorized using Korchia’s
(1999) brand association categories according to two different levels of brand engagement.
Comparisons were made between the parent brands and extensions and between two brands.
First and most importantly, the results demonstrated that BCM is an effective and
powerful tool in the evaluation of brand extension, as it offers a clear picture of consumers’
association networks for both parent brands and extensions. The visual format enables
researchers and practitioners to trace which and how associations transfer from parent brands to
extensions and make comparisons easily. Marketers can react quickly and adjust strategically
according to the mapping results.
Second, the maps revealed that, although the fit between automobile and fashion is poor,
strong associations, both positive and negative, still transferred well from the parent brands to
their extensions. Thus, it is clear that associations with the parent brand have a great influence on
the extension, even between distant product categories. For instance, the associations of “good
price,” “affordable,” and “mediocre” were identified in the Ford automobile map and then as
core associations in the Ford menswear map.
Third, in the case of Jeep, the results showed that brand personality could be a key factor
in the success of a fashion brand extension. For example, associations with the Jeep automobile,
such as “tough” and “manly,” transferred successfully to the menswear line and became the core
associations. Compared to Jeep, the new Ford menswear line lacked the strong brand
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personality-related associations that need to be leveraged in order to create a strong brand
positioning for Ford menswear. However, as shown in the Ford menswear map, “simplistic” and
“clean cut” offer a hint to marketers with respect to how they might change consumers’ overall
perceptions of the brand Ford as being “mediocre.”
Fourth, as shown in the maps, in both the automobile and fashion categories, the country
of origin effect played an important role in brand evaluation and the success of the extension;
“American” was mentioned in three of the four maps as a core association, especially in the
extensions, although neither was made or designed in the U.S. “American” was linked to positive
associations, such as “high quality”, so firms should capitalize on the country of origin effect
when promoting their extensions. This effect may be particularly powerful in emerging markets.
Fifth, the results showed that the level of brand engagement had a positive association
with consumer’s expenditure on fashion products. Firms should locate the group of consumers in
the high engagement level, analyze their association maps and tailor their products to those
consumers’ needs.
5.2. Implications
This study introduced BCM to the evaluation of brand extensions. As discussed in the
previous section, the method proved to be a powerful tool in the evaluation of brand extensions
and in brand management in general. The standardized aggregated maps are easy for firms to
implement, compare and track changes in associations over time. Compared to other mapping
techniques, BCM is not labor-intensive, as it requires no specially-trained interviewers. The cost
is also relatively low, especially when maps are generated electronically.
As the results suggest, firms that are considering extending their business into the fashion
category should examine the brand association networks of the parent brand thoroughly and
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determine on which associations they should capitalize. The results revealed that the success of
Jeep was not a coincidence, as so many positive key associations transferred from the parent
brand to the extension. In contrast, Ford needs to create more positive associations regarding
brand personality and functional benefits to change consumers’ negative attitudes.
Another important implication for marketers entering emerging markets is that the
country of origin effect should always be leveraged. Consumers in emerging markets are more
aware of brand names that originate in developed market and are more likely to generate positive
associations accordingly. Both the case of Jeep and Ford supported this assertion. Particularly, in
the Ford menswear map, the association “American” was linked directly to “high quality.” I
suggest, therefore, that a new extension with a relatively weak brand image should take
advantage of the country of origin effect when first entering the market.
5.3. Study Limitations
The study has several limitations, primarily that it cannot be generalized well due to the
sample size (15 for each map), and the fact that convenient/snowball sampling was used. Thus,
the samples do not represent Chinese consumers in Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjing and Shenzhen
adequately. In particular, in the case of Ford menswear, the sample may be biased because Ford
menswear has no retail stores in those cities.
Wording problems also occurred, as participants were encouraged strongly to use their
own words. The various ways in which participants expressed the ideas and thoughts in their
minds, added difficulty in the aggregation state. This generated a large number of association
links with low frequency counts. Hence, all of the association links that had two or more
frequency counts were included in the consensus maps. Accordingly, these maps might not be as
representative as desired.
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The results also cannot be generalized to the fashion industry, as only two brands of
menswear were selected and they may not represent the entire category.
5.4. Recommendations for Future Research
The study only used BCM to examine auto brands extended to the fashion category in the
Chinese market. Further research should continue to apply BCM to evaluate extensions in other
industries. Cross-cultural analysis would also be a good direction for comparison. It would be
ideal if future research could recruit a large, random sample to test the consistency with these
findings. The role that brand engagement plays in brand extension should be studied further as
well.
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Appendix B: Questionnaires

Date: February 13, 2014
Dear Participants,

I am a graduate student of the Department of Textiles, Apparel Design and Merchandising at the
Louisiana State University. I invite you to participate in a research study entitled “Brand
Extension Evaluation Using Brand Concept Maps.” The purpose of this study is to identify the
perceptions of brand associations toward the car and menswear brand Jeep among young
Chinese consumers.

All participants must be Chinese and familiar with either Jeep menswear or Jeep car. Your
participation will involve answering a brief demographic questionnaire with drawing one map. It
should take less than 30 minutes to complete. Your involvement in the study is voluntary. You
may choose not to participate or to stop at any time without giving any reason, and without
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.

This survey is anonymous and any follow-up survey will not be conducted. The results of the
study may be published, but your name will not be included. The published results will be
presented in a summary form only.

The findings from this research may provide information on consumers’ brand image structure
toward brand extensions into fashion category. They may be used to predict the success or failure
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of brand extensions and help marketers with their brand extension strategies. There are no known
risks or discomforts associated with this research.

This study has been approved by the LSU Institutional Review Board. For questions concerning
participant rights, please contact the IRB chair, Dr. Dennis Landin, (225)578-8692, or
irb@lsu.edu. If you have any question about this research project, please feel free to send an email to ywei3@tigers.lsu.edu. You can also contact Dr. Chuanlan Liu, (225)578-2400, or
clliu@lsu.edu.

By completing and returning this questionnaire, you are agreeing to participate in the above
described research project.

Thank you for your consideration. Please keep this letter for your record.

Sincerely,
Yao Wei
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Questionnaire
Section 1
Please read this explanation below carefully and feel free to ask if you have questions anytime
during survey.

This is an example of brand concept map. In this map, May as a healthcare brand located in the
center has various words with different lines. (Please ignore the dotted circles.) When people
image Mayo Clinic, the first images coming to their mind are located in the nearest circles to the
center circle. For examples, “Best patient care available” “Known worldwide” “Leader in
medical research” and “Best doctors in the world” are shown in this map. And also, other circles
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are linked by lines. One line means the weakest strength between two circles and three lines are
strongest.

When you think of JEEP, what comes to mind? If you can come up with any words please
include these for mapping. Please draw a map freely by using words from a word bank below.

JEEP Car Word Bank

High quality
Stylish

Well-made

Expedition

Cool looking

Simplistic

American

Green

Always in style
Nice

SUV

Unique

Expensive

Young

Durable

Sleek

Sporty

Logo

Strong

Dirty

Luxurious Fun
Trip

Camping

Timeless

Active

Practical

Confident

Mountain Snow Big tires
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Tough

Adventurous
Tall

Chrysler
Affordable

Sophisticated
Tow

Army

Traction

Cloth-top

Military

Comfortable

Powerful

muddy

Popular Well-respected
Famous

Family

Edgy Reliable Exciting

Poor gas mileage
4-wheel drive

Off-road

Outdoorsy

Wild

Dependable Cherokee Wrangler
Reputable

Classic Rugged

Manly

Interesting

Classic JEEP car models

JEEP Wrangler

JEEP Grand Cherokee and Classic Cherokee
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Section 2
Please answer the following questions
1. Age

2. Classification

3. Major

4. Monthly Expenditure on Fashion products
$0-99
$100-199
$200-299
$300-399
$400-499
Over $500

5. Have you ever purchased a Jeep car?

6. Have you ever purchased Jeep menswear?

Thank you for your participation in this survey. Your responses are anonymous and will be only
used for my research.
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品牌概念图问卷
尊敬的参与者：
我是一名路易斯安那州立大学纺织设计商业学院的研究生。我在此邀请您参与一项题为“运
用品牌概念图协助品牌延伸评估”的调查研究。这项研究的主要目的是了解消费者对于吉普车和
吉普男装品牌, 福特车和福特男装的品牌印象和看法。
由于这项研究针对中国市场，所有的参与者都必须是中国人。参与者需要熟悉吉普车或吉普
男装，福特车或福特男装。这项调查分两部分。第一部分是回答一个简短的个人背景问卷，第二
部分是画一个品牌联想概念图。整个过程将不会超过三十分钟。您的参与应完全出于自愿。在参
与过程中，您可以在任何时候选择停止或退出。您的选择将不会给您带来任何不利或处罚。
这项调查采取匿名制。参与者完成问卷后将不会收到任何后续的跟踪调查。研究结果可能会被发
表，但参与者的姓名将不会出现。发表的结果只会以总结的形式出现。
这项研究将会为消费者针对时尚/时装市场的延伸品牌形象的理解提供信息。研究结果可能会
被用来预测时装市场中延伸品牌的成败，同时为营销商更好地规划品牌延伸战略提供帮助。参与
这项研究不会为您带来任何不适或危险。
这个研究项目已通过 LSU Institutional Review Board 审查。如您有任何有关参与者权益的
问题，请联系 IRB 主席，Dr. Dennis Landin, 电话（225）578-8692，或发邮件至 irb@lsu.edu 。
如果您对此项研究有任何疑问和问题，请发送邮件到 ywei3@tigers.lsu.edu
如果您完成并提交这份问卷，我们将默认您同意以上所有条款。
感谢您的参与，请保留这份文件。
魏瑶
2014 年 2 月 17 日
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吉普汽车
第一部分
请仔细阅读以下的例子。如有任何问题您可在任何时候提问。

上图是一个品牌概念图的例子。在这个品牌概念图中，Mayo 作为一个医疗品牌占据
全图的中心并有许多与之相连的词语/短句和连线（请忽略虚线圈）。当消费者想到 Mayo
诊所，他们印象最深的部分在离品牌最近的圈中，例如：在这张图中可以看到，“最好的
病患护理”，“世界知名”，“医疗科研界的领导者”，“世界最好的医生”，离中心的
品牌圈最近。同时可以看到，其它的圆圈和这些内容由线相连。一条线表示最弱的联系，
三条表示最强。
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当提到吉普这个品牌，你会联想到什么？如果你可以想到任何与之相关的词语，请
务必将其加入到图中。以下所有词汇都是绘图的备选词。

吉普汽车词汇库

高质量 品质好 耐用 经典
SUV

流线型

户外的

粗犷的

适用于家庭

越野 时髦的
造型酷

特别

探险的
运动型

狂野的 特立独行的 可靠 令人兴奋 价格贵 简单 耗油 强力
军队用的

美国的

军绿色 四轮驱动 泥泞 马力/牵引力

永远不过时 流行 受人推崇 硬派 冒险的
年轻活力

有名

令人愉快的

商标易辨识 脏的 帆布车顶 高大的 值得信任

切诺基 牧马人 军用 灵活 克莱斯勒公司旗下
舒适 实用 买得起 奢侈 有趣 永恒

声誉好

强力

自信 久经考验的/有深度

有男人味 适用长途 适用野营 高山 雪地 大号轮胎 牵引 有意思的
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吉普经典车型

吉普 牧马人

吉普 新款切诺基 和 旧款切诺基
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当提到吉普这个品牌，你会联想到什么？如果你可以想到任何与之相关的词语，请
务必将其加入到图中。以下所有词汇都是绘图的备选词。

吉普男装词汇库

高质量 品质好
设计好
价格贵

剪裁好 有魅力
简洁

中规中矩的
受人推崇

耐用 经典 现代的

别致

日常穿着

时髦的

流行的

运动

户外的

整洁

合身 美国的

吉普车

实际的

造型酷

时尚的

百搭

特别

特立独行的

学院风

休闲风 硬派 迷人 令人愉悦

永不过时 流行

青春活力

上流的

声誉好 声望高 舒适 耐洗 可靠 可持续使用 实用

买得起

好搭配 奢侈 有趣 适于各种风格 永恒 自信 久经历练 有男人味
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当提到福特这个品牌，你会联想到什么？如果你可以想到任何与之相关的词语，请务
必将其加入到图中。以下所有词汇都是绘图的备选词。

福特汽车词汇库

高质量 品质好 耐用 经典 简单 自由 可靠
福克斯

翼虎

皮卡

质朴 蒙迪欧

高大

笨重

安全 稳定 老牌

价格适中 实用 简单 耗油

强力

美国的

全球知名

商标易辨识 普通

脚踏实地

舒适

厚重

大气 负担得起

结实

操控好

老气 颜色暗淡
土气 高科技
亲民 内饰粗糙

呆板

宽敞

缺乏活力
传统

适合中老年人

耐撞

低调

外观单调

起步慢

保守

车型选择多

与中国合作

污染高
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便宜

成熟

商用

中规中矩

二线品牌

硬派

声誉好

自信 久经考验

汽车城/底特律

动力足

受人推崇

值得信任

主流 男性化/有男人味 性价比高 稳重

历史悠久

中流
家庭用

长安福特

福特汽车 （Ford Cars）

福克斯(Focus)

嘉年华(Fiesta)
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蒙迪欧(Mondeo)

翼虎(Kuga)
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福特男装图片(Ford Menswear)
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当提到福特这个品牌，你会联想到什么？如果你可以想到任何与之相关的词语，请
务必将其加入到图中。以下所有词汇都是绘图的备选词。

福特男装词汇库

高质量 品质好

耐穿 经典 现代的 简单 可靠

老牌 历史悠久

价格适中 实用

硬派

全球知名 商务男装

声誉好

成熟

脚踏实地

美国的

有魅力

简洁

百搭

永不过时

令人愉悦

有风度 知性

随性

一般 呆板

舒适

时尚

有朝气

设计修身

尺码合适

商标易辨识 值得信任

稳重

合身

有活力

久经历练

福特车

大气 负担得起 自信 久经考验的
性价比高

适于各种风格

受人推崇

运动休闲装

主流 男性化/有男人味
别致

质朴

选择多

中规中矩

美国的
耐洗

剪裁好

日常穿着
可靠

面料好

好搭配

触感好

便宜 样式普通 低调 中流

做工好
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柔软

版型好

请在这里画图！

JEEP
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请在这里画图！

FORD
DDD
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第二部分
请根据您的个人感受回答以下问题。
完全不同意

不同意

有些不同意

不置可否

有些同意

同意

完全
同意

我对自己喜欢的品牌很有感情

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我把自己最喜欢的品牌当做“自我”的一部分

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我经常觉得一些我喜欢的品牌和“自我”之间
有特殊联系

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

一些对我来说重要的品牌定义了部分"自我“

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我认为我最喜欢的那些品牌和“自我”之间的
联系非常紧密

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我能够识别出在我生活中重要的品牌

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我喜欢的品牌和我对自己的认知之间有联系

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

我喜欢的品牌很好地体现了“我是谁”

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Jeep
请回答以下个人背景问题
1. 年龄
2. 性别
3. 职业
4. 行业/专业
5. 每月在服饰方面的大概开销(请打勾)
￥0-100

￥100-199

￥200-299

￥300-399

￥400-499

￥500 以上

6. 您是否购买过吉普品牌的汽车？

7. 您是否购买过吉普品牌的男装？

感谢您的参与。所有的参与者的答案都保证匿名并只被用于这项研究。
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Ford

请回答以下个人背景问题
1. 年龄
2. 性别
3. 职业
4. 行业/专业
5. 每月在服饰方面的大概开销(请打勾)
￥0-100

￥100-199

￥200-299

￥300-399

￥400-499

￥500 以上

6. 您是否购买过福特品牌的汽车？

7. 您是否购买过福特品牌的男装？

感谢您的参与。所有的参与者的答案都保证匿名并只被用于这项
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Vita
Yao Wei was born in Zhengzhou, Henan, the People’s Republic of China. During middle
school, her family moved to Shanghai. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree in broadcasting
at Shanghai Theater Academy in 2007 with the Dean’s thesis award. She expects to receive her
Master of Science degree in Apparel and Fashion Merchandising in 2015 and continue her
doctoral program at Louisiana State University.
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